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1.1. EDS311 Entrepreneurship Development Studies V (1 Unit)

Practical Side of Entrepreneurship (Part I). Objective: To expose the students to a greater depth in the practical aspects of entrepreneurship, particularly the development of skills. The aim is to distinguish Covenant University graduates from graduates of other institutions of higher learning.

Practicum: All students are sent to the entrepreneurial village in-groups for skill acquisition in different specialization fields. Mini trade fairs will be organized where the students will display all their products. This program includes both theoretical and practical aspects of entrepreneurship. Production and Quality control of entrepreneurship material Management will be taught. These specialized fields include: tailoring, carpentry, millinery (hat making), mechanical, catering, shoe making, interior decoration, software development, candle and soap making, fishery, farming, snail rearing, poultry farming, piggery, textile development (tie & dye), cooking, paint manufacturing, photography, ice-cream making, saloon and barbing etc.